services throughout the USA.

offering comprehensive door-

as our company continues to grow. Learn more:

being a company for the pets,

forward to learning more about relocating animals beyond household pets

USA. Since our inception in 2018,

Kong on the latest Live Animal Shipping Solutions around Safety, Security

international pet relocation

out session. Your active participation enriches our association and ensures

We also provide specialized services at Atlanta Airport (ATL) for customs

will be presenting at the upcoming IATA World Cargo Symposium in Hong

community filled with such talent.

Feathers and Fur Express is a

confident that together we will make February a month to remember.

ATA Welcomes New Members

Expanding on an opinion by

atameettheboard

ATA Meet The Board

Kelly Schmitt, Secretary/Treasurer

ATA President

Sean Harding

Exploring Dubrovnik

Dubrovnik is known for its

One of the most picturesque locations in the Balkans.

from the airline now.

Robert van-Voorthuyzen with KLM at the time,

How were you introduced to ATA?

My diverse experience across production,

has equipped me with a comprehensive

quality, planning, compliance, and logistics

Medicine and the Animal Transport Industry

Understand the impact of the poultry business.

Veterinary Medical Association

Measures to strengthen importation requirements for dogs entering the United States. The AVMA has championed this

Recommended measures include:

1. Increased canine health and wellness certification
2. Enhanced digital identification systems
3. Expanded intergovernmental partnerships

What's the problem?

According to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, over 1 million dogs are imported into the United States

What's the problem?

First, the lack of federal oversight in detention and transport

Second, the potential for disease transmission during international travel

What is your best advice for someone thinking about joining ATA?

I would say contacts within the logistics world for moving live animals.

What is the biggest benefit of being an ATA member?

12 years? Lol don't know

Our commitment to Industry Advocacy remains unwavering. We are excited

to share details about our latest initiatives aimed at making a positive

improved dog importation standards needed to protect public health